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Heavensward's end-game raid, Alexander is about The Illuminati, one of the Goblin clans, and their attempts to re-energe the world in their idea of a Utopia. Alexander is split into several sections, which are further split into different wings for players to enter: Gordias, Midas and The Creator. Each part of Alexander has normal (Story) modes and Savage
modes. Savage modes are a much harder version that offer stronger rewards. To unlock Alexander, players must first complete Disarmed. Each successive battle in Alexander requires players to complete the previous wing and a quest. Token Explanation[edit] Alexander does not normally drop straight gear. Instead, you'll receive tokens that you need to
exchange at an NPC in Idyllshire to actually receive your kit. The number of tokens needed per slot is the same in the different sections. Gear Exchange[edit] Token Exchange (via Sabina) Slot Gordian Token Token Token Token Alexandrian Token Number Required Head(Lens) 2 Body Shaft(Crank) 2 Waist(Chain) 1 Legs(Spring) 4 Feet(Pedal) 2
Accessories(Bolt) 1 Alexander: Gordias[edit] The first part of Alexander, released in Patch 3.01, is Gordias. A minimum item level of 170 is required to enter. A follow-up quest called Enigma is given to players after completing The Burden of the Father for the first time. Alexander: Midas[edit] After completing Gordias, players with a minimum Item Level of
200 will be allowed to enter the next section. (Released in Patch 3.2) A follow-up quest called A Gob in the Machine is given to players after completing The Burden of the Son for the first time. Alexander: The Creator[edit] After completing both Gordias and Midas, players with a minimum item level of 230 are allowed to enter the last part of Alexander.
(Released in Patch 3.4) Savage Difficulty[edit] To unlock the Savage difficulty of each section, you must complete all normal difficulty wings for the equivalent section and an additional quest, see below. All savage modes for each section are unlocked simultaneously after completing the respective quest, and each wing can be started independently. You
don't need to complete the previous Savage section to unlock the next one. List of Savage unlock quests: Savage Loot[edit] As opposed to Normal/Story difficulty level, Savage difficulty traps drop the actual loot. They also drop a Manifesto page, which is used to buy the same equipment (useful if your job's equipment doesn't drop, but you acquire the right
number of Manifest pages to buy one separately.) See the page of each individual wing for the specific loot received, it is too numerous to list in the tables below. Alexander - Gordias (Savage)[edit] After completing Alexander - Gordias, players who complete the Enigma and A Song of Steam and Steel quests can access savage savage savage The
minimum point level to enter varies, with the first wing being the lowest and the further you go. Alexander - Midas (Savage)[edit] Players completing Alexander - Midas along with the quests A Gob in the Machine and A Chorus for the Undaunted can enter Savage difficulty! The minimum point level to enter varies, with the first wing being the lowest and the
further you go. * - Items are distributed across these two locations. Check the page of the wing to see the exact drops. Alexander - The Creator (Savage)[edit] After completing the quests Of Endings and Beginnings and Who Lives, Who Dies, Who Retells Your Story, players gain access to Savage difficulty. The minimum point level to enter varies, with the
first wing being the lowest and the further you go. Alexander - The Creator (Savage) Wing Name Unlock Quests Min. iLevel Manifesto Drop Gear Drops (Slot) Other Drops Alexander - The Eyes of the Creator (Savage) Of Endings and Beginnings &amp; Who Lives, Who Dies, Who Retells Your Story 245 (Page 1) Accessories, Waist Alexander - The Breath
of the Creator (Savage) 250 (Page 2) Feet*, Hands*, Head* Alexander - The Heart of the Creator (Savage) 255 (Page 3) Legs, Head*, Feet*, Hands* Alexander - The Soul of the Creator (Savage) 255 (Page 4) Body Weapons, Tank Shield * - Items are split between these location two locations. Check the page of the wing to see the exact drops.
PageDiscussionEditHistory Alexander - The Fist of the Father Raid Since the Sharlayan exodus, a structure has stood stable against the current of the Thaliak River. The Illuminati have summoned a primal around this rusting ruin, a terrible behemoth of steam and metal. Steel screamed at steel as it rose from the waters, and it drank deep from the country's
aether before grinding back to a halt. The voices of Idyllshire shout, asking for help to honour their homes being crushed under the weight of iron. You must lead a group of brave adventurers to the machina and discover how to destroy the core, lest the giant go back to life and the whole empire bleeds dry. Requirements: For eight players (2 tanks, 2 healers,
4 DPS) The above composition requirement is not imposed on preformed batches. Class: Disciples of war or magic. 2 2 4 Tomestones 10 Blue Mage Log: 500 15 50 Objectives Clear Engine Room #262: 0/1 Clear Machinery Bay 44: 0/1 Arrive in Hanger 8: 0/1 Beat the Oppressor: 0/1 Attack Name Description Sturm Doll Spawn regularly, and each doll gives
an extra damage up stack on the boss. Must be refueled and ignored. Kalstrahl Frontal gorges that the boss will use very often. Take on the boss away from the group. Advice and tips Have the OT pick up all the Sturm Dolls and just burn the boss. (Blue Mage Spell Acquisition) has 2 different phases, in which it uses the following movements and mechanics.
Mechanics. Name Description Royal Fount Wide frontal cone AoE. Keep the boss away from the group. Photon Spaser A long line AoE aimed at any player. Resin Bomb Large AoEs that target random players. Gunnery Pod Raid-wide AoE damage. Hydrothermal Missile A random DPS will be marked with a circular red marker. After a few seconds, they will
be targeted for multiple hits. Healers need to finish them off between hits and/or use shield skills. Emergency Deployment Summons adds two Alarum on either side of the boss. Alarum Clockwork spin adds called by Emergency Deployment. Will tether to the first player to hit them, preventing them from changing from aggro to another person. On death,
drops a pink Puddle AoE which will affect anyone who steps into it with a pile of minimal, reducing damage and taking increasing damage. Necessary to prevent excessive damage from 3000-Our Missile. Siren Around ~50% a siren goes off and the lights flash red. A door on the north side of the arena slides open and reveals Oppressor 0.5. Signals the
beginning of phase 2. Advice and tips Try to kill the Alarum adds away from the boss so that the melee can continue to attack without adjusting for the minimum puddles. Avoid being in front of the boss so you don't get hit by Royal Fount. Phase 2 Uses all the skills of phase 1. Attack Name Description Oppressor 0.5 Uses skills that are in sync with
Oppressor. If the two bosses are too close, they will be chained, and get a stacking Damage Up buff. 3000-Our Missile Each boss summons an atomic bomb into the air, slowly decending it to the ground, where it is characterized by a thin blue beam of light. On touchdown, it treats massive damage and affects players (the ones who live that is) with a 30
second Damage Down debuff and a stacking Febrile debuff that lowers healing. To prevent this, players must kill their Alarum to add directly on top of the blue laser bar, allowing it to drop its minimal puddle. The nuclear bomb will be shrunk by the puddle and deal much less damage with no debuffs. Fast landing The bosses will fly away before dropping
proximity markers side by side along one of the walls. Advice and tips Tanks need to position themselves in advance so they can quickly run back to their spots to prevent the bosses from tethering after Quick Landing. Item Type iLvl Requirements Stats Precision Gordian Bolt Miscellany
&amp;0000000000000010001&amp;000001&amp;0000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Bolt
Miscellany &amp;0000000000010000001&amp;000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 A bolt can be exchanged for a special accessory. Bezoedelde Gordian Chain Miscellany
&amp;0000000000000100000001&amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
&amp;0000000000000100000001&amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Sector. One chain can be exchanged for a special belt. Tainted Gordian
Pedal Miscellany &amp;00000000000000000000001&amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001 Req. Level 1 A uniquely crafted pedal discovered in Alexander's Gordias sector. Two pedals can be exchanged for special foot equipment. Alexander emerges from the Thaliak River. Centuries ago, Alexander was designed by the author
of the Enigma Codex to be a haven for scientists and philosophers to explore the mysteries of life. Two years after the beginning of the Seventh Umbral Age, a group of au Ra, including Mide and Dayan, tried to summon Alexander with the help of the Enigma Codex. While Alexander was successfully summoned under the Thaliak River, a second version of
Alexander also came from the future. Illuminati goblins aboard the future Alexander shot and killed most of the researchers, and Alexander began to absorb aether in himself from the surrounding land. When the Mide tried to pull herself, Dayan pushed her out of the way and was pulled into it herself. As the last survivor, Mide executed their backup plan and
put up a barrier around Alexander. Although the Enigma Codex exploded, the future Alexander returned to his own time the barrier kept the Alexander from the present of awakening. Some time later, the Illuminati leader Quickthinx Allthoughts learned of Alexander's location in Thaliak River in the Dravanian Hinterlands and reused by infusing the structure
core, the Gordian Knot, with aether so that it would serve as a primal. Shortly after Ishgard joined the Eorzean Alliance, the Illuminati successfully awakened Alexander. Cid nan Garlond and Y'shtola, the first knowing that the Illuminati were the cause, witness Alexander who partially emerged from the Thaliak River and entered standby mode as he siphons
the aether from the area. While Y'shtola seeks Matoya's help to contain it from bleeding aether, Garlond Ironworks secures the area around Alexander while examining the apparent opening in Alexander's exposed hand with the help of Mide, who is after Enigma Codex. After defying Alexander's defense, the group closes the Gordian Knotweed. However, the
Illuminati do not seem to be deterred at all by this, suggesting that they have something up their sleeve. Some time later, Roundrox Mide entrusts its treasure, the last missing piece of the Enigma Codex. Shortly after this event, Alexander stirs again, with his second arm coming out of the lake. While Cid and Y'shtola leave to consult matoya, the Adventurer
plans with Biggs and Wedge to break through this arm, known as Midas, and remove Alexander's second core, the Midian Knot However, they are soon confronted by Quickthinx Allthoughts, who claims that Mide has worked with the Illuminati from the beginning. When the group confronts Mide about this accusation, she admits that it is partly true. She
reveals that the first calling Alexander several years ago was not the work of the Goblins, but actually done by a group of Au Ra that they belonged to. However, the ritual went wrong; the whole group beside himself was killed, and their leader - Mide's lover, Dayan - was absorbed by the core of the Primal. After this disaster, she was the one who told the
Illuminati about Alexander, hoping that if they succeeded in summoning the ural, she might see Dayan again. But she now regrets these actions and wants nothing more than to stop the Illuminati's plans. Just as Mide finishes her story, the group is told that the Illuminati has captured Roundrox, after learning that she is able to control the Enigma Codex, and
by extension Alexander herself. The Adventurer, Mide, Biggs and Wedge left to break through Midas' defense to close the core and save Roundrox. They manage to get past the Protectors of the Illuminati, including a powerful robot known as Brute Justice, and take out the Midian Knot. However, when confronted with the Illuminati, not only are they unable to
save Roundrox, but they eventually lose their piece of the Enigma Codex when Quickthinx is able to accurately predict seemingly random events. As soon as they flee Alexander, they are greeted with confusion by their Goblin allies, who claim they were only gone for a few minutes. While discussing the possible explanation of both Quickthinx's ability to
predict the future and the way time seems to have slowed while they are in Midas, the group comes to the realization that Alexander has the power to manipulate time himself. This is confirmed once the group is reunited by Cid and Y'shtola, who reveal that Alexander is currently turning time to undo the damage caused by the Adventurer group, and repair
the two disabled cores. Once this is over, and with both the completed Enigma Codex and Roundrox in their possession, the Illuminati will have the power to rewrite history, creating a so-called perfect world that they control. As they talk, they are joined by what appears to be Quickthinx Allthoughts' coeurl kitten, Shanoa, indicating that it wants to help them.
Oddly enough, they observe Shanoa with Quickthinx at the same time. Knowing that their only hope to close Alexander is to save Roundrox, Biggs closes the barrier around Alexander, while Cid uses the Enterprise to deposit the Warrior of Light on Alexander's head. With the barrier down the giant immediately wakes up and completely rises from the river,
but the barrier is restored before it can start draining the land of The band storms Alexander's control room and sends the Illuminati guards. When Mide notices that she hoped to see Dayan again, Roundrox uses the Enigma Codex to travel back in time three years to when Mide and Dayan tried to summon Alexander. Their arrival arrival causes their call
attempt to fail, as the Illuminati shoot Mide and Dayan's companions. Meanwhile, Shanoa jumps on their goblin companion, who was chronicling events around Alexander, and both she and his book tumble to the ground as Alexander returns to the present without them. The group takes Roundrox and escapes as Quickthinx Allthoughts arrives, but Mide
continues; realizing that Dayan was always meant to die, and that her attempts to see him again caused it, she wants to stay with her lover's soul. After regrouping, they return to Alexander's vast aethercyte core with the intention of closing it, but Y'shtola Rhul notes that it has grown so large that it absorbs Aether faster than they could destroy it; The only
way to stop Alexander would be to use the Enigma Codex in the now heavily guarded control room. Quickthinx returns and gloats that the future cannot be changed and the Illuminati will prevail, but Shanoa jumps up to him and lets him drop his futurebook; the band realizes that he has simply read from backrix's tome, lost in the past, and that the future is not
chiseled in stone. As they make their plans to close the core, Quickthinx turns on Alexander and stops time around the core before calling on Alexander Prime to destroy them while frozen. Time begins unexpectedly just before it fires, and Cid, Biggs, Wedge, and they are able to jump free as Alexander Prime disappears into a time distortion. The Warrior of
Light comes in time distortion and does battle with Alexander Prime. During the battle, it sends several smaller units through time portals; The Warrior of Light follows and destroys those who close Quickthinx's temporary field and save their own lives in the past. Once Alexander Prime is destroyed, they return to the control room and Roundrox tries to use the
Enigma Codex to disable Alexander. However, Quickthinx Allthoughts reveals that he too has access to the Codex before Mide arrives and shoots him in the head. Roundrox disables the core, but Quickthinx revives and reactivates it, replacing much of its body with machines. Quickthinx orders Alexander to let go of his divine judgment of the ignorant and
undignified, but the Enigma Codex instead destroys Quickthinx before self-destructing. As Alexander comes to a standstill, the monitors in the control room flicker to life and mide realizes that Dayan's soul really survives inside. Without the Codex to regulate the core, the Aether begins to absorb at an accelerated rate; Mide throws herself into the core so that
her soul can be with Dayan, and together they freeze Alexander forever within a moment in time as their companions escape. Deep in Alexander's heart, Mide is reunited with Dayan. He explains that Alexander foresaw all infinite possible futures, and concluded that his own would inevitably bleed the whole country dry from Aether, bringing the end of the
world. It therefore intervened only once with history: to send a servant in the form of a clockwork coeurl to gently push history down a path that would ensure its own end. Although they are now forever trapped within a single moment of time, Mide expresses happiness at the opportunity to be with Dayan forever. Page 2 The editor is now loading. If you still
see this post after a few seconds, reload the page. Page.
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